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Correction: The long and short non-coding RNAs modulating EZH2 signaling in cancer

Sepideh Mirzaei¹, Mohammad Hossein Gholami², Kivash Hushmandi³, Farid Hashemi⁴, Amirhossein Zabolian⁵, Israel Canadas⁶, Ali Zarrabi⁷, Noushin Nabavi⁸, Amir Reza Aref⁹,¹⁰, Francesco Crea¹¹, Yuzhuo Wang⁸*, Milad Ashrafizadeh¹²* and Alan Prem Kumar¹³,¹⁴*

CORRECTION
Journal of Hematology & Oncology (2022) 15:18
https://doi.org/10.1186/s13045-022-01235-1

The original article [1] contained an error in co-author, Farid Hashemi’s name which has since been corrected.
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